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Abstract 

The bicycles are the widely used transportation mode. Nowadays, even the bicycle has its 

integrated forms and one has been discussed here. In this paper, an attempt has been made to 

identify the types of e- bikes and how it is integrated and different from old generation cycles 

through extensive literature review. Literature review revealed that researchers mainly 

focused on importance, benefits to the humans and the feedback from different countries .It 

was found that e- bike can travel 25 to 32 km per hour. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

E-Bike is an integrated form of electric motor and simple cycle. E-bikes use     

rechargeable batteries .There are different types of e-bikes present in world like pedals 

(e-bikes having small motors to assist pedal power).Other powerful e-bikes have 

moped style functionality which gives a better ability to pedal and move fast freely. 

That’s why they are also known as heavy electric motorcycles. The popular countries 

of modern technology holders like Germany, Japan, USA, have different laws to give 

permission to ride on heavy powered varieties of electric bicycles. E-bike used 

worldwide has experienced continuous growth up to 1998. At the end of 2016 there 

were 210 million electric bikes used worldwide daily.  Now it is calculated that there 

were roughly 180 million e-bikes in china in late 2010 and sales are increasing fastly 

in India, the united states of America, Germany, Netherlands and Switzerland, 

etc .Estimated of 650,000 e-bikes were sold in Europe in 2010, up from 150,000 in 

2007 and 450,000 in 2009.Now China is the world's highest producer of electronic 

bikes. According to the data of the china bicycle association, a government chartered 

industry group, in 2004 china's makers had sold more than 7.5 million e-bikes which 

was double the year of 2003 sales. 

I.1DESIGN OF E-BIKES 

The first motor-bike was introduced at the time of making of first motorcycles 

with a petrol engine as by FORD. From last decade inventors and thinkers 

started thinking about a way of transport that is cost effective and also 
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environment friendly. To this E-bikes were introduced. Till now there are many 

designs introduced of e-bikes. 

 
Fig. This was the previous model of e-bikes used by people. 

 

There are many changes occurred in design such as gears, small engine ,electric bikes , 

batteries, etc. 
 

 
Fig. This is the new modernized E-bikes. 

 
I.2MOTORS USED IN E-BIKES 

Different types of motors used in e- bikes are different from generations to 

generations. 
 
I.2.1. Crank Drive Motors 

Crank drive motors were the first advanced electric bike motors, and were 

developed in Japan in the early 1990s by Panasonic and Yamaha. They are 

situated in the crank (the crank set being the round thing that cleverly converts 

the energy from your legs into energy that moves the chain and therefore 

moves the bike). These motors drive additional power (over and above your 

own leg power) through the rear gear system. 
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1.2.2 HUB MOTORS 

 

As the early crank drive motors were so expensive, hub motors were developed 

as a cheaper alternative. These motors, again as the name indicates, are 

mounted in the hub (the center part) of the wheel, usually the rear wheel.  
 

 
 

1.2.3 BRUSHED OR BRUSHLESS MOTORS 

 

Motors for electric bikes may be brushed, or they may be brushless DC motors 

(BLDC motors).The industry default has become brushless motors, because 

generally they are quieter, smaller, and lighter, and they don’t need to be 

serviced. Brushed motors are more robust and reliable, that they are a relatively 

cheap way (in terms of cost and power) to gain hill-climbing ability, and that 

they are cheap and simple to service and don’t have to be serviced often (some 

only at intervals of 8,000 miles).Finally, brushed motors are very robust, and 

offer hill climbing capacity at a lower price point. 

Sensorless or Permanent Magnet BLDC (brushless DC) motors, the brushed 

motors has been considerably weakened. This is because Sensorless BLDC 

motors have the same reliability as well made brushed motors – but without the 

noise and weight of brushed motors. 
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1.2.4 FRICTION DRIVE MOTORS 

 

These are simple, light motors that basically work by spinning a roller that is pressed 

against the bicycle’s tire. There is a limit to how much power can be put through a 

friction drive, because the acceleration is dependent on the roller maintaining solid 

contact with a small patch of the tire. 
 
1.3 LITERATURE REVIEW: 

The most commonly used hub motors used in e-bicycles are brush and 

brushless motors. Brushless hub motors are a common modern technology that 

are used in the mo tor which is built into the wheel side itself, and the stator 

fixed hardly to the axle, and the magnets attached to and rotates with the wheel, 

The power levels of motors used are maintained by available legal types, but 

not always limited under 750 watts .Today the mid-drive system is increasing 

popularity.  By this system, the electric motor is not built into the wheel but is 

usually mounted near the bottom brackett shell .In more difficult situations, a 

wheel on the motor drives a belt or chain which engages with a pulley fixed to 

one of the arms of the bicycle's part. Thus the propulsion is provided at the 

pedals other than at the wheel. E-bikes use rechargeable batteries.  Battery 

system includes sealed lead, acid (SLA), nickel-cadmium, nickel metal hydride 

or lithium ion polymer .Batteries varies according to the voltage, total charging 

capacity, weight, the number of charging time before it degrades, and ability to 

handle on low or high voltage charging conditions .E-bikes require high initial 

torque and therefore models that use brushless motors typically have hall 

sensor commutation for speed and angle measurement. The controller generally 

allow inputs by means of potentiometer or hall effect twist grip, closed-loop 

speed control for precise speed regulation, protection logic for over-

voltage ,over current and thermal protection  .The controller uses pulse width 

modulation to regulate the power to the motor and e-bikes deals with a pedal 

assist function typically have a disc on the crank shaft featuring a ring magnets 

coupled with a hall sensor giving rise to a series of pulses ,the frequencies of 

which is proportional to pedalling speed sometimes support is provided for 

banking but infrequent breaking and the low mass of bicycles limits recovered 

energy .An implementation is described in an application note for a 200w, 24V 

brushless DC motor  .The first pedal assisted bicycles appeared in India in 

1993.In 2008,the sales of e-bike sales exceeded moped sales. In recent years, 

2passenger and even 3-passenger (two adults and a child)e-bikes were 

introduced in India. 
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1.3.1 DIFFERENT E-BIKES BY DIFFERENT PRODUCERS 
 

1. Mountain bike company SRAM introduced new E=bike EX1 detrain aims to 

meet the needs of the latest breed of mountain e-bikes. 

2. Dutch brand GAZELLE is expanded by introducing newutilitrian commuter 

e-bike. 

3. The Tern eLink e-bike is new folding e-bike weighs 22 kg of weight and 

runs up to 50 km per charge. 
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